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Accounting Software

Let's talk accounting software. The best option is a cloud-based
software, which allows for you, your accountant, your tax
preparer, and your grandmother in Iowa to access your financials
from anywhere. There are plenty of options out there, including
Quickbooks Online, Xero, and Freshbooks. Pricing on these
softwares range from practically free to about $60 a month. As
enticing as the cheapest options are, keep in mind that you want a
software that works for your business as you continue to grow,
which you will!
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Connect your Accounts

Thanks to companies like Quickbooks getting a clue, getting your
transactions into cloud-based softwares has become super easy.
All you have to do is use the login you need for online banking, and
you can connect bank accounts and credit cards to the accounting
software. Quickbooks Online, for example, will ask you to enter
this information when you create your account with them. If you
choose not to enter your login when setting up the account for
your software, there will be time to add it later. In QBO, there is a
tab on the left titled "banking" (or "transactions" in any of the
upgraded levels). Clicking that tab will allow you to connect any
business accounts you need to, including credit cards. You will
want to download transactions from as far back as the software
will allow.
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For Newer Businesses (less than one year)
In many cloud-based accounting softwares, there will be an option
to import transactions from your bank. For example, if you started
your business in February of 2020, but your software will only
download transactions as far as June 1, 2020, you will need to
manually import your transactions from February to May 31, 2020.
You can do this by going into your online banking portal for
whoever you bank with, downloading your transactions for those
dates, and uploading them into QBO or the software you choose to
use.

For Businesses over one year old
If you have had business accounts, and you have filed taxes for
your business previously, you will need to use the last year's tax
return to enter ending balances in so your numbers for your
business are accurate. This includes things like fixed assets,
depreciation, and any loans your business may have. Now I know
what you're thinking.."Can't I just use the transactions that come
in from the download and go from there?" No, you cannot. That is
not an accurate description of what your business financials, and
it's illegal.
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Gather and Enter Info

This portion of setting up your books can be a little bit tedious, but
it's necessary. Let's just tackle it!

Loans
If you have any loans for your business, that information needs to
be entered into your accounting software. Let's use an example,
because it's easier. Say you have a loan for $25,000 from your bank
that was issued to you two months ago. You will need to do a
journal entry showing you received that loan. It will look like this:

Dr "bank account" $25,000
          Cr Loans Payable $25,000

As you make payments to this loan, keep the statements. When
the payment transactions come through your software, use the
statements to split the transactions so the correct amounts go to
interest expense and the loan.
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Customer and Vendor List
You have a couple of options here. You can either enter all of your
customers and vendors at once in the beginning, or you can add

them along the way. Completely up to you.
If you have a current list of vendors and customers that you would
like to add, you can do so by clicking on the expenses tab and then

vendors, or the sales tab and then customers. Adding all the
information you have for each customer and vendor will make it
easier for you as you need to send invoices or purchase orders.

Equipment List
If your business has any equipment, furniture, or vehicles that has

been purchased for over $1,000, you will want to keep a
spreadsheet with that information on it. The reason for this is

instead of categorizing these purchases as big expenses at once,
you can categorize the expenses in increments over time. Typically

when you bought the item, the description of what you bought,
and the price of the item is sufficient for whoever is doing your
taxes. You will also want to keep the receipts from all of these

purchases.
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Monthly Transactions

You will want to categorize your transactions every month. There
is not enough time or space in this book for me to teach you

Accounting 101. But I can give you a breakdown of different types
of accounts you will mostly run into in your bank feed. So here you

go.

Income/Sales: money coming in as a result of service provided or product
sold.

Fixed Assets: this could be equipment, furniture, or a vehicle you bought for
the business that cost over $1,000

Payables (Liability account): money you owe. This includes your loans or
unpaid bills.

Expenses: these are purchases you made for the business, such as payroll,
office supplies, or utilities. If you look in your chart of accounts in your
software( in Accountant Tools in QBO), a lot of the expense accounts you'll
need are there already. But you can create any you may need.

Owner's Pay: If you buy things that are personal with business money, you
categorize it as owner's pay. This also includes you paying yourself, either by
check or transfer.

Owner's Investment: You putting personal money into the business to help it
operate.
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Receipts

I'm sure this will come as no surprise to you, but you need to keep
your receipts. Quickbooks has an app that allows you to capture
your physical receipts and have them in your software. If you
receive a lot of your receipts through your email, you can upload
them into the software from your desktop. In Quickbooks Online,
there is a tab called Receipts under Banking. Once your
transactions are categorized, those receipts can be matched to
their transactions. You heard me. It's amazing. I love this feature.
It will save you a possible IRS heartache down the road.
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Reconciling Your Accounts

Once you have categorized all of your monthly transactions
for all your business accounts, you are ready to reconcile.
For this part, you will need your bank statements. You can
find the reconcile option a couple of ways in QBO, but one
way is in Accountant Tools. You will want to make sure the
beginning balance, ending balance, and ending date match
with what is on your bank statement for that account. It will
then take you to a page that will show you all the
transactions that have been categorized for that month.
Whether it's easy or you have to go in you bank statement
and match your transactions line by line, you need there to
be no discrepancies in order to reconcile. This may seem
tedious at first, but it is imperative to get accurate
information from your financial statements. 

Note: For checking and savings accounts, the bank statements for
September will usually come out in the first few days of October. For
credit cards, it depends on the provider. The billing cycle for credit
cards isn't always from September 1 to September 30, but sometimes
can be from August 15 to September 15.
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Some common reconciling issues are things like duplicated
transactions in your software, timing of undeposited checks to
vendors, or even all of your transactions in your reconcile screen
not being checked off.

Tip for reconciling success: If you see that you have a discrepancy
in your books, use the payment balance and deposit balance to
find the problem quicker. If looking at your bank statements, you
can figure out that one of those numbers is off for you, now you
know that you're only looking for a missing deposit or payment.
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Financial Reporting

Ok, you have made it through the hard parts. Now you can pull
financial reports and get a good look at your money situation for
your business. In any software you use, there will be a Reports
option for you to click, with a load of reports to choose from. The
most common are the balance sheet, which tell you about your
business financials at any point in time, and your income
statement, which tells you how you did each month with sales and
spending. But all the report options they have are helpful, such as
AR reports, payroll reports, and cash flow statements.
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